The subjec-t, of this communication is the restoration of spiky sequences distorted by a linear system and corruptfed by an additive noise.
Thus we propose here a new non-Bayesian estimation scheme, derived from the KULLHACK-LEIBLER information or cross-entropy. This quite general method, called the Maximum Entropy on the Mean Method ( M E M M ) i n [I] and ['L] , is firmly based on convex analysis and yields a unique solution which can be efficiently calcnlatjed in practice, and which is, in this sense, truly o 11 t imal .
As a conclusion, we present results obtained with both methods on a synthetic case.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this communication, we address the problem of restoring spiky sequences z distorted by a linear system H and corrupted by an additive noise n . Let z be the indirect and noisy observation vector z = N z + 71.
The linear system and noise distribution are supposed to be known. Since matrix H is generally ill-conditioned, one has to complete the data with an a priori knowledge on the solution, so as to select a physically acceptable one. , When restoring spiky sequences, one is awaiting a mixture of large amplitude reflectors -modeling for example interfaces between layers of a stratified medium (1) -and small amplitude reflectors -modeling inhomogeneities inside layers. A convenient way to account for this knowledge is to use a stochastic modeling, which could be a mixture of large variance zero-mean Gaussian variables and of small amplitude zero-mean Gaussian variables. This is the so-called B G G distnbution.
The B G G model can be summarized by :
' y = ( q , z) :joint white process.
, i with rl > r , .
In the sequel, we will use this rnodel to solve pro\,-lem ( l ) , first with a classical non-optimal Bajesiaii method and then with a new optimal entropic-one.
A CLASSICAL BAYESIAN

RESOLUTION METHOD
The Bayesian approach of the problem with a BG prior has been introduced by KORMYLO and MENDEL in the late 70's [3] : they could only account for strictly homogeneous layers (rs = 0 ) . MENDEL suggested an extension of their method relying on the aforementioned R G G prior.
An intuitive Bayesian estimator of the secrjuence y would be the one given by the maximization of the joint posterior likelihood :
where I stands for prior informations such as matrix H and noise statistics. The noise will be here modeled as the realization of a white Gaussian zero-mean Random Vector (RV) with variance T,. This estimator usually gives unsatisfying reconstructions since too few large amplitude reflectors are detected, especially when T , and T I are of different orders of magnitude.
The limit case when T , = 0 corresponds to a BG prior, whose probability measure is known to be degenerated.
In this case, the problem has been solved in [4] and [5] by using another Bayesian estimator. Therefore, our estimation algorithm will highly be based on those ref-
We recognize here a detection step yielding q , followed by an estimation step yielding x. The detection step leads to maximizing the posterior log-likelihood L :
Knowing z and q , x is Gaussian since we assume that the noise follows a Gaussian law. Hence i is a linear function of the observations, which may be written :
Nevertheless, detection of q requires evaluation of criterion L for 2n possible values of q, which is computationally intractable for realistic values of the dimension n of vector z. To estimate q , KORMYLO and MENDEL introduced the Single Most Likely Replacement algorithm in the BG case [3], which has also been used in [4] and [5] . Knowing the current estimate qo, L is computed on a set of neighboring sequences q k which differ frorn qo at a location k only. The starting point of the next iteration will be the one minimizing L among this neighbors. This method is sub-optimal since it only guarantees convergence to a local optimum.
To perform the optimization step, we can take advant,age of a simple relation linking L ( q o ) and L ( q k ) . Since the B G G model can also be considered as a BG model with colored noise, we can derive this relation Care has been taken to minimize the computational burden, which is not greater than 0(n2) multiplications.
A NEW OPTIMAL ENTROPIC ESTIMATE
For the sake of simplicity, let us first. study the noiseless problem. Our observation equation then reduc-es to z = H x . The noisy case only needs a simple rnodification of the basic scheme. An analogy can be made with statistical mechanics so as to derive the estimator introduced by the pioneering work of NAVAZA [6] . In this framework, 2 is supposed to be the macrostate of some physical system. The macrostate is considered as being the average value of microstates, such as velocities of particles in a discrete gas. In a statistical point, of view. those microstates are the realisation of a RV U under a given law U. Having performed no observation: the BGG distribution is a suitable measure v related to it spiky signal. Performing an observation corresponds to observing the mean of a realization of the untlerlying microstates. Those microstates yield an erril)iric,al distribution p of the RV U . We can state this as :
Moreover, every empirical distril~ution has a given prol)-ability of occurence. This prohability clepends on U and will be written as Q(p1v).
Given an observation, the most, likely unclerlying macrostate is then the average value of the empirical distribution which is the most likely to occur. We can state this as :
Since the empirical distributions follow a Large Deviations Principle, an exponential equivalent of our probability of occurence Q ( p l v ) : assuming a large number ni of microstates, is : where is the KULLHACK distance between distributions p and v , and is called the rate function in t,he large deviations theory (see [7] for developments on statistical mechanics and large deviations).
We have obtained a new formulation of the prob-]ern :
In other words, we now have to find the distribution closest to v according to the KULLBACK distance, and whose mean satisfies the observations, i.e. z = H E p [ u ] . This is the less informatfive probability measure with respect to distribution v and satisfying the constraints.
'The chosen estirnator is the mean under that probahility Ineasure.
We face here a minimization problem under constraint,s, which is cumbersome to handle. A classical way of coping with such a difficulty is to use Lagrangians and duality theory [8] and to introduce an additional vector p , leading to an unconstrained problem.
The seekecl distribution $ belongs to a family of distributions parameterized by p dp,(u) = exp ( p t W u -l o g Z ( p ) ) dv(u) l o g Z ( p ) is the log-partitmion function, or the logLaplace transform of the measure dv(u), and is given by :
The first, optimization problem is then equivalent to the following dual and unconstrained problem :
(:iven distribution pp, one has to derive its mean value. This is achieved using the so-called primal-dual relat,inn . (4) which no longer explicitely depends on p p .
Actually, computation of p p appears to be an intermediary step which can be omitted using the primal crit,erion F defined by :
NAVAZA. LE BESNERAIS ancl BERCHER have shown that an equivalent formulation of the previous prohIem was :
where Cz = {zlz = Nz}, since, as a result, of duality theory :
rnin F ( z ) = sup l l ( p ) ,
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Nevertheless, the primal problem is constrained ;ili(i F has no explicit expression in the case considerrci here. Though F has a nice convexity property, cornputation is practically performed using the dual uliconstrained formulation : D ( p ) is a convex function of p and its maximization, using classical optimization methods such as gradient or conjugate-gradient, yields a unique solution. The estimate i s optimal be- Nevertheless, Bayesian reconstruction often fails for qrtiial siqnals because (i) of a lack of robustness with respect to the B G G modeling and (ii) a quick ciegradation of the detection step with low S N R values.
We have good reasons to think that the flexibility of the MEMM introduced by our general form of prior should improve the reconstruction. In the MEMM, the absence of any comparison to a threshold as in the detection step of the Bayesian method should improve the robustness with respect to noise. Work is currently in proqreis t o compare both approaches on actual data measured either in reflection seismology or ultrasound 1 magi n =; . 
